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Note from hojo: I need to better understand titles and namespaces before i can finalize, but here is
my proposed Code organization, based on Cooperative Principles and SHC's present operations:

1. Membership (formerly Title 1)1.
2. Operations (formerly Title 2, parts of Title 4, parts of Title 5)2.
3. Finance (Formerly Title 7, parts of Title 4)3.
4. Facilities (Formerly Title 8)4.
5. Education, Training & Information (No Title)5.
6. Cooperative Movement6.
7. Community Relations7.
8. Development & Expansion8.
9. Conduct9.
10. Impairment to Capital/Fiscal Crisis10.
Amendments & Appendices11.

Title 3 (Board of Directors) should be been removed & codified under Board Policies 3.0 Title 5
(Executive Officers) should been integrated into Section 2. Alternatively, move to an Appendix. Title 6
is no longer part of the Code of Operations but it's own Employee Handbook or Personnel Document

Code decision: there is not a pagename system that accommodates the old style code and desired
new style. Code either needs to be re-written first, or SHC will need to work with contractor who is
familiar with wiki and can assist in archiving / reorganization as data is ported over to new style.

In general, ensuring that the creation / revision of pages is legible requires close attention. There are
many decision points: (when do you make a new page vs revise an old one? how do you look at all
versions of the 'pet policy' over time? do you link to old pages in new pages? will page indexing need
to change as a result of new organization of Code? how will this be archived?)

Titles & their namespaces create further difficulties. More difficult to archive namespaces and
included pages, creates potentially illegible “filesystem” of pages/folders in wiki. Title pages should
likely only have numerical assignments in pageid, since they will never house data that needs to be
archived in revision history, only different sets of tags/pages to be imported and shown. Not an issue
if Code is archived in its entirety with every change. Though it could be potentially confusing to house
policies in title namespaces. Probably better to keep all individual policy pages in one namespace for
this reason, rather than separating policy pages per title namespace.

Switching between styles of code would be trivial if a new namespace and set of pages were created,
leaving the original namespace deprecated. Though this would require switching all of Code at once.

Best way to archive ALL OF CODE is to print the page that includes all policies as a PDF whenever it is
changed.

Code w/ Historical Tabs

Title 1: Membership
Title 2: House Operations
Title 3: Board of Directors
Title 4: Committees
Title 5: Executive Officers
Title 6: Staff
Title 7: Finance
Title 8: Maintenance & Physical Development
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Title 9: Impairment to Capital / Fiscal Crisis
Title 10: Amendments & Appendixes
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